Electron emission at locked phases from the laser-driven surface plasma wave.
By irradiating a flat Al target with femtosecond laser pulses at moderate intensities of ∼10(17) W/cm(2), we obtained stable collimated quasimonoenergetic electrons in the specular direction but deviated somewhat toward the target normal. An associated local minimum located on the other side of the specular direction seems to indicate that the peak actually results from the deflection of the collimated electrons from their initial ejection direction. We have proposed a two-step model in which some laser-accelerated electrons are able to leave the plasma in a narrow phase-locked window of the moving wave interference pattern, and are then steered toward the target normal by the ponderomotive force of the interference field. The periodic repetition of the electron emission leads to a pulse train of collimated quasimonoenergetic electrons with subcycle duration.